
Preserving the S2000’s suspension travel and keeping the
shocks at their softest setting helped keep the car out of kidney-
killer territory—not an uncommon place for tuners to go. You get
that desired but rarely felt feeling that the tires are glued to the
road, so doubling suggested off- and on-ramp speeds is only the
first rung in the performance ladder that soon leads to other lewd
and aggressive driving behavior because the car is so easy to drive
and feels so good you just can’t stop!

What’ll get this car most noticed, however, is the trick $4999
double-bubble carbon-fiber hardtop, the $650 rear spoiler, and
the $1400 front spoiler and undertray. Although we loved the look
of the unpainted carbon-fiber top, we’d probably wait for the
fiberglass version, which will weigh a tad more but cost about
three grand less.

Speaking of money, if you add in the cost of installing the
parts and painting the spoilers, a $399 Mugen pressure plate (pro-

vides more clutch clamping force), and the S2000, you’ll come
face to face with a bill for $56,352. Not chump change and a hard
sum to swallow when, for about four grand less, you can get the
world-class Porsche Boxster S.

But the Boxster’s 7200-rpm redline can’t touch the 9000-rpm
limit of this sophisticated roadster. Thanks to the raspy note of
the intake and exhaust, exploring the S2000’s redline is fun and
exhilarating, and the engine no longer sounds as if it’s near the
breaking point when it’s pushed to its uniquely high rpm limits.

We hammered this car for a day without as much as a whimper,
and that Honda toughness, path accuracy, and ripping four-
cylinder we love in the S2000 is still there, only now there’s more
of it.

King Motorsports Unlimited, 105 East Main Street, Sullivan,
Wisconsin 53178; 262–593–2800; www.kingmotorsports.com.
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HONDA $32,740/ DOHC 16-valve 4-in-line, 240 bhp @ 8300 rpm/ 2.2 5.8 14.9 31.0 14.4 @ 6.8 9.8 9.1 0.90
S2000* hpm 89mpr 0057 @ tf-bl 351 munimula ,)cc7991( ni uc 221 047,23$

block and head, Honda PGM-FI 
engine-control system with port 
fuel injection

MUGEN $56,352†/ DOHC 16-valve 4-in-line, 255 bhp @ 8300 rpm/ 2.0 5.4 14.1 29.4 14.1 @ 6.2 9.3 9.1 0.93
S2000 hpm 001mpr 0066 @ tf-bl 751 munimula ,)cc7991( ni uc 221 253,65$

block and head, Honda/Mugen 
PGM-FI engine-control system 
with port fuel injection

*Tested in October 1999. †Base price includes all performance-enhancing options.


